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Introduction
Christian Peacemaker Teams (CPT) is a human rights organization committed
to building partnerships that transform violence and oppression. CPT envisions
a world of communities that together embrace the diversity of the human family
and live justly and peaceably with all creation. CPT Palestine is a faith-based
organization that supports Palestinian-led, nonviolent, grassroots resistance to
the Israeli occupation and the unjust structures that uphold it. By collaborating
with local Palestinian and Israeli peacemakers and educating people in our home
communities, we help create a space for justice and peace.
CPT Palestine walks beside Palestinians who face daily human rights violations
living in occupied al-Khalil/Hebron: children when they walk to school, residents
as they are ID checked, searched, detained and arrested, farmers during times of
harvesting and planting, and local activist communities at nonviolent protests and
demonstrations. Constant military presence, checkpoints and the presence of
settlers in the Old City of al-Khalil result in daily human rights violations. CPT lives
in the Palestinian community of al-Khalil documenting these violations, standing
in solidarity with the community’s efforts to resist the occupation and claim their
rights, dignity, and freedom. CPT Palestine’s school monitoring takes place in the
H2 area, which is under complete Israeli military control. For more information
on al-Khalil, see our previous reports.
Children in al-Khalil are affected daily by the occupation, given the constant
presence of Israeli forces and settlers. Just like adults, children live right next to,
or in the vicinity of fortified checkpoints and settlements in the middle of Palestinian neighborhoods, exposing them to heavily-armed Israeli forces and settlers.
Children are no exception to the restrictions placed on Palestinians, and they
are subject to harassment and violence from the Israeli forces, as well as from
settlers. Palestinian children in the West Bank are subject to Israeli military law
and are considered adults by the Israeli authorities once they are 12 years of age.
If accused of a crime, they are tried in a military court system with a conviction
rate of over 99%.1 Despite the occupation, Palestinians continue to pursue and
achieve an education.
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Statistics reported by Military Court Watch.
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Palestinian students and teachers experience many barriers to education, including military obstructions, settler violence, and the emotional and psychosocial
impact of violent occupation. For further discussion of these factors, see reports
by OCHA Occupied Palestinian Territory and DCI Palestine.
Considering these factors, and at the request of local Palestinians, CPT is
present at three military checkpoints in the area of H2 each school morning as
teachers and students are forced to pass through checkpoints on their way to
school. In cooperation with the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), CPT
collects data at these three military checkpoints in H2 al-Khalil: Qitoun Checkpoint/209, Salaymeh Checkpoint/29 and Ein al-Humrah Checkpoint. This report
is based on data gathered over the winter semester, 21st January to 21st May
2018, generally collected between the hours of 7:00am and 8:30am.
Based on the data collected during this semester, CPT raises fundamental concerns about the continued violation of the rights of Palestinian students and teachers. The presence of checkpoints, military personnel, and settlers, along with the
daily threat of violence and degradation have a constant and continuous negative
impact on Palestinians’ basic rights. This includes both the right to education as
stated in Article 26 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and the right
to liberty of movement as outlined in Article 12 of the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights. Israel’s obligations as the occupying power, under
International Law, regarding education are further outlined here.

CPT Monitoring sites
Qitoun Checkpoint/209 and Salaymeh Checkpoint/29 are both used to access
the following Palestinian schools in the H2 area: Ibrahimi Boys School, Al Faihaa Girls School, Beit al-Maqdes School and Kindergarten, Hebron Public Boys
School, Hebron UNRWA Boys School, Khadeegeh Boys Basic School, al-Noorien
School, al-Hajeryeh School, and Tareq Bin Ziyad School.
Please note that due to the fortified nature of Qitoun Checkpoint/209 and
Salaymeh Checkpoint/29, a monitor’s ability to see what is happening as Palestinians pass inside the checkpoints continues to be severely restricted. People
must first pass through an initial turnstile, walk down a restricted path, and then
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enter a container with a metal detector; this is where searches and checks take
place. Once they exit the container they must walk through a second turnstile
before exiting the checkpoint. It is in these containers that a monitor’s ability to
see exactly what is happening inside of the checkpoint is limited. Therefore, it is
highly likely that the figures recorded by CPT of stops, searches, bag checks, and
etc. are lower than what is actually taking place.
Furthermore, on occasions, CPT team members have been forced to move
away from the checkpoint or leave the area completely by Israeli border police,
further hindering accurate documentation.
The checkpoints are usually staffed by at least three border police, one in the
observation tower and two inside the container.

Qitoun Checkpoint/209

In April 2016, the checkpoint was rebuilt as a permanent and fortified building making it difficult for
Human Rights Observers to see what is happening to Palestinians as they pass through.
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Qitoun Checkpoint/209, located in the Old City, south of the Ibrahimi mosque,
is a main route for many school children. For Palestinians, Qitoun Checkpoint/209
is open to pedestrians only. In addition to the schools mentioned above, The
Red Crescent Health Center, Al Zaharah Playground, and the Neighbourhood
Ceramics School are also accessed by way of the Qitoun Checkpoint/209.
Number of students and teachers
Figure 1 illustrates the number of students and teachers who pass through the
checkpoint each school morning. This semester, CPT documented an average of
81 boys and 18 girls passing Qitoun Checkpoint/209 each day.
CPT’s findings represent a significant decrease in students coming through this
checkpoint compared to 2015/2016. This is likely caused by the fortified building
that was built in 2016, making the walk to school harder. It is unknown if these
students enrolled in a different school outside of the checkpoint area, if they now
take a long detour to avoid checkpoints, or if they have dropped out of school
altogether.

Figure 1: Students and teachers at Qitoun Checkpoint/209.
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Stops, checks, and searches
In addition to recording how many children, teachers, and other adults pass
through Qitoun Checkpoint/209, CPT observes, documents, and reports on any
human rights violations committed by Israeli border police, soldiers and settlers,
and intervenes when necessary. The violations recorded include the number of
students and teachers who are stopped for questioning, ID checked, bag checked,
body checked, and detained. The figures documented are ones which monitors
observed or were reported to the monitors at the time of the incident.
Throughout the semester, CPT recorded a total of 163 times school boys were
stopped and questioned, and 121 times school boys had their bags searched.
School girls were stopped 17 times and had their bags searched 12 times. Though
the same teachers walk through the checkpoint every day, the Israeli forces ID
checked male teachers 167 times on their way to school, with an average of eight
teachers passing each day. There were a total of 33 body searches, and 121 bag
searches of male teachers. One body search, nine ID checks and six bag searches
were conducted on a female teacher.
“It is hard. We get checked at least two checkpoints, we get delayed at
least 15 minutes everyday. I pass every day and they check me often.
We arrived at school stressed. A lot of young female teachers decided to
take longer routes to avoid checkpoints. They are scared to be checked
or be taken to the police station. Sometimes I take extra hour to get back
home because of checkpoints.”
- Female Teacher of al Zahara Girls School

Listed below are examples of the control and disruption of Palestinian movement and daily life that had happened, interrupting the children and teachers on
their way to school:
January 25 - Six boys, 15 years old and older, had their school bags checked.
A mother walking her son to school, carrying his school bag, had to have the bag
checked.
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February 3 - Four Israeli border police officers came outside of the checkpoint and were standing around the turnstile area. Two additional border police
were stationed outside Al Faihaa School, where they ID checked and aggressively
body searched two Palestinian men. At 07:35 four border police ran through the
checkpoint into the Qitoun neighborhood. They stayed outside a shop for 10
minutes before running around to Salaymeh Checkpoint/29 where they shot tear
gas.
February 19 - Two teachers were ID checked and body searched. On this
morning many adult men passing the checkpoint were body searched as well.
The border police closed the checkpoint turnstiles while the body searches took
place, delaying children and teachers for 10-15 minutes.

Groups of school students waiting outside Qitoun Checkpoint/209 as Israeli forces keep the turnstile closed
and force the students to wait to pass the checkpoint and reach their school.

March 7 - Between 07:38 and 08:40, the turnstile was open only twice to allow
some school children to pass through the checkpoint. From 07:40 to 07:55, a
male teacher of the Ibrahimi boys school was held in the checkpoint, questioned,
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and accused of working with a Human Rights organization. He was then denied
entry through the checkpoint and turned around. At 08:40, the teacher managed
to pass through the checkpoint. This teacher has worked at the Ibrahimi boys
school for 20 years. He was an hour late to work.
April 2 - The principle of al-Ibrahimi Boys School was held at Qitoun Checkpoint/209 for 15 minutes by the Israeli border police. On this morning all teachers
and adults passing the checkpoint were being ID checked.
May 8 - A male teacher was stopped and forced to go through the metal
detector several times. A male child was stopped and body searched. He also
had to go through the metal detector several times. As boys were throwing rocks
towards the fortified checkpoint, Israeli border police aimed their machine guns
at school children from the tower at the checkpoint.
Military use of force
Palestinian students and teachers living in al-Khalil repeatedly face tear gas and
sound grenades. During the school semester from January 2018 to May 2018,
there were no instances of Israeli use of tear gas, sound grenades, live ammunition,
rubber coated steel bullets, or skunk water during the school run at Qitoun
Checkpoint/209.
These weapons are still part of the arsenal available to the Israeli military. They
work within Israel’s overarching military strategy of mass intimidation and collective punishment that characterizes the occupation of Palestine. These violent
measures present significant physical, psychological and health threats to the community, and especially, to al-Khalil’s children.
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“During the past semester, the administration of Ibrahimi Boys School
evacuated the kids as a result of Israeli forces trying to raid the school and
arrest one of the kids from inside the school. We made sure every kid was
safe. Being in Ibrahimi Boys School means there will always be delays for
teachers and students because of the Israeli checkpoints. As a school we
can’t get the goods or any working material for renovations (for example)
to the school easily, because the checkpoint is only for pedestrians. All
these circumstances create an unhealthy school environment.
Moreover, there is a drop in numbers of boys attending this school because
of all the Israeli occupation restrictions that make children afraid to go to
school, and less parents come to visit the school because there is no sense
of security.
The location of the school is close to the settlements and after settlers
occupied the Zaatari house it will only be more dangerous for teachers
and students to go safely to the school.”
- Male Principal of Ibrahimi Boys School

Salaymeh Checkpoint/29
CPT coordinates its monitoring of Salaymeh Checkpoint/29 with the International Solidarity Movement (ISM). It is important to note that, unlike Qitoun
Checkpoint/209, the vast majority of students are “exiting” the checkpoint turnstile and not going through the container. The border police are more likely to
conduct ID checks, body searches and bag checks inside the container.
Those coming through the container are entering into the Old City area, where
heightened restrictions are in place, due to the presence of illegal Israeli settlements. No teachers regularly walk through the container at Salaymeh checkpoint.
However, on occasion a female teacher does. Despite most people not travelling
through the container, children are still stopped and bag checked, and teachers
still face the risk of being ID checked. The following data will highlight this.
Numbers of students and teachers
Figure 2 illustrates the number of students and teachers who pass through
Salaymeh Checkbpoint/29 each school morning.
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Figure 2: Students and teachers at Salaymeh Checkpoint/29.

CPT documented an average of 78 boys and 66 girls passing Salaymeh Checkpoint/29 each day. The decrease in students coming through this checkpoint
compared to 2015/2016 is likely caused by an increased use of force deployed. It
is unknown if these students enrolled in a different school outside of the checkpoint area, if they now take a long detour to avoid checkpoints, or if they have
dropped out of school altogether.
One male teacher was recorded passing Salaymeh Checkpoint/29 four days a
week, while one female teacher passed one to two days a week.
Stops, checks, and searches
As well as counting how many students and teachers are going through Salaymeh
Checkpoint/29 each morning, CPT observes, documents, and when necessary intervenes, when any human rights violations are committed. The most common
violations CPT documented at Salaymeh checkpoint this semester were child delays/stops, and use of force. All figures below were witnessed by CPTers.
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Students passing the “exit” turnstile at Salaymeh Checkpoint/29.

CPT documented 20 boys and 11 girls being stopped on their way to school.
Seven boys were body checked. 17 boys and seven girls had their bags checked
as they were walking through Salaymeh Checkpoint/29.
This is an overall increase compared to the previous school semester. 22 boys
were stopped, bag checked or body searched last semester, compared to a total of
25 boys this semester. An increase was again found with three girls being stopped,
bag checked and body searched last semester, compared with 11 this semester.
As mentioned above, the majority of these children do not pass through the
container. Those who are being stopped and searched belong to the minority
that do pass through it.
January 22 - Four girls were stopped and had their bags checked inside the
checkpoint. A further five boys were stopped inside the checkpoint. Three of
these boys had their bags checked while a fourth boy, only six years old, was body
searched. The Israeli border police made this six-year-old child unzip his jacket
and turn around so they could check his body.
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February 27 - Three boys were stopped, had their bags checked and were
body searched.
April 18 - Four girls were delayed at Salaymeh Checkpoint/29 after it had been
closed by border police when some boys threw stones at the checkpoint. The
girls waited outside of the checkpoint for 10 minutes, calling for the Israeli border
police to let them through to school. The Israeli border police ignored the girls’
and CPTers’ requests. They girls eventually gave up, turned around and went
home.
May 10 - Children were completely prevented from passing through the container for 30 minutes. When CPT inquired about the closure of the checkpoint,
they were told that a child had thrown one stone at the checkpoint. A settler
known to be violent was also present at the checkpoint, taking photos of the
children. A dozen children were delayed getting to school due to the closure.
There were only two reported incidents including teachers, due to the low
number of teachers passing this checkpoint. A male teacher was ID checked on
one occasion and a female teacher had her bag checked once.
Military use of force
Palestinian students and teachers passing Salaymeh Checkpoint/29 were subjected to the use of force this semester with 31 tear gas canisters and 14 sound
grenades fired at children and the nearby schools by Israeli military. These violent
measures interrupt the school days as children are delayed and/or inhale tear gas.
On occasion, tear gas enters the school buildings. This causes disruption for
the entire school, and students and teachers experience health issues from excessive inhalation of the tear gas. While the Israeli forces fire these weapons, the
checkpoint turnstile is closed, completely preventing any movement through the
checkpoint until the border police have finished their assault.
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Two schoolgirls wait for clouds of tear gas to disappear from the school yard.

It is common for Israeli forces to fire tear gas or a sound grenade after boys have
thrown stones towards the Salaymeh Checkpoint/29. However, that is not always
the case. On many mornings, CPT has arrived at the checkpoint to find Israeli
border police standing outside of the checkpoint trying to provoke the children,
armed with tear gas and sound grenades. Please note the power imbalance in this
situation: the Israeli border police are an occupying armed military force located
in Palestinian civilian neighborhoods, while the Palestinian children are occupied
and unarmed.
Below are descriptions of some of the incidents that took place this semester:
February 8 - CPT recorded Israeli border police firing three tear gas canisters
and three sound grenades. The sound grenades were directed at children in the
street, while the three tear gas canisters were shot at the Hebron Public School
and Hebron UNRWA Boys School. Four students and two teachers were taken
to hospital following tear gas inhalation.
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February 13 - Two boys threw stones at the checkpoint. Instantly, four Israeli border police came out of the checkpoint, stood behind the metal fencing
and shot one sound grenade at the children. They proceeded to shoot six tear
gas canisters at the small group of boys and towards the UNRWA boys school.
Not long after this, seven Israeli soldiers from the Givati brigade arrived at the
checkpoint. The checkpoint was closed for 12 minutes, delaying one adult male,
one adult female and one boy. One boy was completely denied entry through the
checkpoint, unable to get to school. CPT Palestine does not know why this child
was denied entry.
March 7 - Three Israeli border police, stationed outside of the checkpoint,
moved from the checkpoint toward the schools and fired one sound grenade and
four tear gas canisters. No children had thrown stones at the checkpoint on this
morning. After firing the weapons, the Israeli border police retreated into the
checkpoint.
As reported by Btselem, tear gas is a chemical irritant that
can severely affect the eyes, the respiratory system, and the
mucous membranes of the nose and throat. According to
Israeli military regulations, the use of tear gas is reserved for
self-defense or crowd control. During school time, Israeli
border police usually fire tear gas canisters at small groups
of young boys throwing stones at the fortified checkpoint.
Rarely is there a crowd to control.

On many occasions CPT distributes alcohol pads to students, teachers and
other civilians to help them deal with the impacts of tear gas. Holding an alcohol
pad over the nose and mouth reduces the intense discomfort caused by the fumes
irritants. Those exposed to the gas often suffer tiredness and disorientation,
which seriously impacts learning capabilities.

Ein al-Humrah/Saraya Kindergarten
Saraya Kindergarten is in a particularly vulnerable location: inside the larger
building-complex of the Ibrahimi Mosque, with a checkpoint just a few metres
from the kindergarten entrance. A segregated road, divided by a tall fence, leads
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uphill towards the kindergarten past the checkpoint. The kindergarten children
walk up a narrow, unpaved rubble pathway, parallel to the fully paved Israeli road.
Israeli military checkpoints are at the bottom and top of this segregated road.
Whereas 18 years ago the kindergarten still employed 10 teachers for 90 children, last semester only 12 children were registered. This is a direct result of
the Israeli forces’ restrictions to kindergarten access, both for the children themselves and for their parents. CPT has been monitoring Ein al-Humrah checkpoint
in coordination with ISM for the last three and a half years.
Reportedly, Israeli forces at the checkpoint stop one of the kindergarten staff
walking up the broken path on the segregated road almost daily, after she has
already been checked at another checkpoint on her way there.

A Palestinian man is forced to lift up his shirt and expose his body to Israeli forces at the checkpoint
outside Saraya kindergarten.

Adult men are on average stopped and ID checked at this checkpoint every
other day, a relatively high number given the small number of adults passing this
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checkpoint at this time.
Given the vicinity of the kindergarten to the Ibrahimi Mosque, both the kindergarten itself, as well as the neighborhoods the children are coming from, are often directly affected by Jewish holidays and other occasions celebrated by Israeli
settlers. During particular Jewish holidays, when impediments for the children
and/or staff are highly likely, the kindergarten finishes school early to ensure that
all students and staff can reach their homes as safely as possible.
“I feel a bit afraid each day. My bag and ID are always checked, despite
coming through the same checkpoints every day.
I had a breakdown last semester and that’s why I asked CPT to make sure
while I am passing that I pass safely.
- Female Teacher of al Zahara Girls School

Monitors
CPT monitors are faced with many challenges when trying to accurately document all the violations which occur on the walk to school.
1. The fortification of both checkpoints has severely restricted the visibility
of incidents to CPT observers. While CPT observers can see many things
that occur inside, it is not always clear what is taking place. CPT observers
will ask individuals who they believe have been stopped by the Israeli border police to share information. The fortification of checkpoints is a grave
concern to CPT, as it restricts observers and the Palestinian community
from holding the border police accountable.
2. On several occasions throughout this semester, at both checkpoints, border police asked CPT monitors to move away from the checkpoint. In
these situations, the border police are often quickly aggressive, threatening
the CPTers with arrest if they do not move instantly. CPTers have been
required to move up to 10-15 meters away from the checkpoint, which
frequently means CPT is unable to see what is happening inside the checkpoint and can only see if the turnstiles are closed. CPT monitors have
been passport checked, and at times visa checked, on average almost once
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a week, and have been threatened with arrest twice throughout this monitoring period.
On one occasion, a CPTer was asked to show her passport on her way to
Qitoun Checkpoint/209, and border police had it photographed. Minutes
later, when she arrived at the checkpoint, her passport was photographed
again. The CPTer with her was asked to show his passport three times, also
having his passport photographed twice. While monitoring the checkpoint,
both were photographed and videographed by the Israeli border police, and
were told to move away from where they were standing.
The response of Israeli forces is always unpredictable in these situations: on
some occasions CPTers monitor without interference, but more frequently
Israeli forces will shout at and physically move CPTers.
3. Denial of passage through checkpoints is a constant obstacle to CPT work.
When this occurs, CPTers are delayed roughly 20 minutes, as they are
forced to walk the long route to avoid checkpoints.
On April 2nd, Israeli forces denied CPTers access through the checkpoints,
and as a result CPT was unable to monitor that morning.

Conclusion
The right to education in Palestine in general is impeded to a large degree by
the Israeli occupation. Access to education within the Old City of al-Khalil, as
conveyed in this report, is highly restricted and at times completely prevented by
the Israeli forces, as well as Israeli settlers. The Israeli government is obligated,
under international law, to administer the occupied territories in the interest of
the occupied population.
Additionally, direct physical assaults by Israeli forces and settlers on students,
teachers and educational facilities are commonplace, as outlined in this report.
The psychological impact, though, has not been measured in this publication. CPT
is gravely concerned of the long-term psychological impacts that the occupation
has on school children in al-Khalil.
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While the use of tear gas during this semester decreased at Qitoun Checkpoint/209, there was an increase at Salaymeh Checkpoint/29. CPT is concerned
by the decrease in students passing through Salaymeh Checkpoint/29, in particular
the decrease in girls. At the same time, an escalation of numbers of both female
and male students being stopped, searched and checked by the Israeli forces at
this checkpoint was noted. Thus, a direct correlation between the decrease in
students passing the checkpoint and the increase of rights violations can be assumed.
The monitoring by CPT has increasingly been impacted by Israeli forces’ denial
or delay of monitors passing checkpoints, as well as Israeli forces moving them
away from incidents, often under threat of arrest.
By sharing this data, we strive to amplify the stories of those who are experiencing the degradation and injustice of the Israeli occupation, and to promote
a narrative that calls for peace with justice. CPT encourages people all over the
world to advocate against the illegal occupation and for human rights, international law and justice, and to take action. Together, we can pressure the international community to take a firm stand against the illegal occupation and violations
of human rights and international law by the Israeli authorities:
• Share this and further CPT Palestine material.
• Add your name to the ‘No Way to Treat a Child’ Campaign
• Contact your local representative (find a sample letter to the US State
Department regarding child arrest here).
• Speak publicly in your home community, and seek out local campaigns.
• Join a CPT delegation to Palestine and bear witness to occupation.
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